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1.   Automatism in the speech 

This paper deals with a typical conversational and dialogic phenomenon which J. 
Gumperz (1972) defined as speech automatism. The concept is related to those 
phenomena of speech which mark the knowledge/ignorance of a foreign language. At first 
sight they have no systematic/grammatical character, nor are they discussed in the grammar of 
any literary language. At the same time, however, daily speech abounds in such situations of 
high repetitiveness, which in the linguistic aspect offer some highly frequent utterances and 
fragments of these. As a result of the frequency with which they are used, they include 
certain cliché elements which do not require any further additional processing. 

By their semantic and formal indivisibility a great many of these elements are linguistically 
a parallel of phraseologisms and collocation phrases, on the one hand, but on the other 
their meaning is sufficiently transparent both on the lexical and the context-situational plan. 

This makes possible the formulation of the concept of automatism as a phenomenon of 
speech which stands out for its special functions in spoken communication (mainly informal 
one), for its special forms (which are not to be found either in grammars of literary 
languages or in their lexicons), and whose separate manifestations lend themselves to 
description (or enumeration). 

The phenomenon of speech automatism may be considered from different research points 
of view: in the study of linguistic functions which are performed by automatically used 
elements (cf. Jakobson 1989), in the study of spontaneous dialogic interaction (the point of 
view used in this approach), as well as in the teaching of a foreign language, where a 
foreign speaker can, only after learning grammar thoroughly, and at a very later stage, 
master accurately the automatic manifestations of the foreign language - whether in 
telephone conversation, or at the opening of an informal chat, and the like. Thus the 
automatic elements of speech, part of which are presented in this paper, seem to lie on 
the periphery of systematic foreign language tuition, whereas at the same time they 
occupy the centre of non-systematic talks and contacts conducted in the foreign language. 
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2.   Dialogic automatism comparatively 

The stereotype character of automatic spoken constructions (cf. �vedova 1960; Zemskaja 
1973; 1979; Bakhtin 1986) can be observed in the interlinguistic comparative plan - we can 
draw this conclusion comparing correspondences between uncomplicated exchanges in 
closely related languages for identical situations, where differences prove to be too 
considerable in the formal plan, in their fragmentability and frequency of use. 

The purpose of this paper is, on the evidence of several kinds of dialogic exchanges, to 
demonstrate both the differences and similarities between Slavonic languages. Observations 
are limited to the framework of dialogic exchanges - taken as units of speech. Sufficient 
grounds warrant the choice of this approach: 1) the intonational and semantic 
individuality of the exchange, as well as 2) its distinct setting apart through enunciation by 
one of the speakers. Evidently, if speech is to be studied on a broader plan, it will be 
insufficient to make merely entirely isolated studies of dialogic exchanges, because all 
exchanges crop up in the course of conversation and could be the derivatives of relations 
between participants in the dialogue, of their social roles, situations, and context, their 
shared knowledge, etc. For this reason, in order to achieve clarity of investigation, one 
adduces not isolated exchanges, but a group and combination of exchanges (compare 
terminology: exchange (M. Stubbs), adjacency pair (H. Sacks), interchange (E. 
Goffman), turn-taking etc. and terms used by some Slavonic authors E. Zemskaja (about 
Russian), O. Müllerová (about Czech), J. Warchala, J. Mazur (about Polish) as well). 

2.1   Exchanges with yes-no questions 

Only and precisely in the framework of a set of exchanges can several types of speech 
automatism be effectively studied. The set of exchanges to be studied, especially in the 
initial stage, if we are to subsequently achieve better generalizations (abstraction), is 
the set of exchanges which comprises a question and answer, moreover a definite kind of 
question - a general yes-no question, which with great probability will elicit a definite type 
of answer (namely yes or no). 

The questions in the grammars of different languages, including the ones under scrutiny 
here, have been described in sufficient details, but linguistic research literature devotes 
practically insignificant space to defining the answers to them, whereas in the 
comparative plan no examination of the problem has been made in a manner to display the 
features of each language in the situational plan of spontaneous contacts. The question-
answer complex is particularly suitable to the observation of speech automatism, since the 
first part of the complex is distinctly marked grammatically. The obvious differences  
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between language systems suggest (presuppose) the existence of differences in the 
colloquial version of each of the respective languages. 

2.2   Yes-no questions in literary languages - as a background 

While observing the dialogue, one ought to take account not merely of the immediate 
manifestations of the question exchange in it, but also of its place against the literary 
background. For example, the academic and didactic grammars of the Polish language 
recommend the particle ,,czy" as a primary means of forming dilemma questions, the 
particle always standing at the beginning of the utterance, accompanied by an intonation 
which makes clear what exactly the question is being asked for. Asking a question by means 
of intonation is indicated only as an additional possibility. At the same time the second 
option of asking a question through intonation is not so frequent in spoken Polish language. 
In the same manner the Bulgarian spoken language leaves out interrogative particles �li'" 
or ,,dali", which are represented in grammars as the primary means of forming a yes-no 
question (in the literary language it is regularly placed either in a contact position or in a 
post-position to the word in question). The Czech literary language uses only intonation to 
ask a yes-no question, and so does the Czech spoken language. In brief, dialogic question 
varieties for these three Slavic languages use predominantly the Czech variant. Another issue 
is a frequent omitting of clitics in spoken languages. Here one should take account of the 
linguistic and systematic features that have an impact on spontaneous dialogic speech. 
Observations here are made on dialogic exchanges excerpted from texts in three Slavic 
languages that illustrate speech automatism as a linguistic phenomenon. 

3.   Structuring properties of automatically-used elements 

The exchange as the unit of dialogue is clearly defined with markers functioning regularly at 
the beginning and the end, whereby markers at the beginning are much more expressive than 
the ones at the end, they contain more numerous and diverse elements, as well as a 
combination of several elements. Besides, they are more specialized in denoting the start of 
the exchange. 

Signals of the beginning of the exchange/dialogue include: Bulgarian - mi, emi, ami, a, 
e -well, wa'll, ah; Polish: a, i, potem, ale, bo, więc (cf. Mazur 1986, 35); Czech: hele, 
počkej, posly�, podivej se, řikám ti (cf. Mllerová 1994, 33). These are the means of 
designating the opening of indicative exchanges. 

Signals of the beginning in interrogative exchanges: in interrogative initial exchanges, 
the inventory of elements opening the exchange alters with the same frequency as do the 
practically identical signal-particles: in Bulgarian: a, ama, e, e če to - ah, but, eh, well then,  
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speaking of it; in Polish: no, a; in Czech: a, no ale, no to. One ought to classify as the 
opening of an interrogative exchange also certain frequent repetitions at the beginning 
of the question, for instance in Bulgarian: kak kak mu be�e imeto - what,what was its 
name?; kăde kăde e toj sega - where, where is he now? 

4.   Answer's signals 

Signals contained in the answer: the exchange takes a different form when it carries an 
affirmative or a negative answer. Very rarely the answers contain a straight YES or NO. 
Multiple variants of affirmative and negative expressions exist. 

Pol. 

(1) I idziesz tam jutro? 
no wlaściwie to / chyba / chyba się  zdecyduję 

so are you going there tomorrow? 
oh, in fact may be I will decide to go = YES 

(2) idziecie tam   teraz? 
no 

going there now? 
Well = YES 

(3) Jest to kwestia skomplikowana 
wlaśnie(T.l, 209) 

that's a hard question to answer 
exactly = YES 

(4) to jeszcze są slady? 
tak sladów specjalnie nie ma, ale to (T. 1, 58) 

Are there still more traces? 
In fact no traces are there, but this already = NO 

(5) Ty jesz tak rybe? 
a bo co? nie wolno? (T. 1, 141) 

You eating the fish in that manner? 
What's wrong? Can't I? = YES 

Here we have a characteristic reply to a question, with a counter-question in the 
dialogue - a typically parallel phenomenon in the different languages. 



Cz. 

(6) no a cítí  se trochu spokojená? 
no abych vam to rek / takle / někdy přicházji takový  momenty  ze je úplně ne�t'astná (M. 1983, 139) 

 

well, does she now feel more satisfied? 
how shall I tell you / somehow / sometimes she has moments of feeling absolutely wretched = NO 

(7) je tam Libu�e nebo Milan? 
je je(M.1983, 140) 

is Libu�e or Milan there? 
uh-huh = YES 

Bulg. 

(8) A ima�e li postojanni klienti / koito da zalagat stoki? 
Ima si kak da vi kaza 

and do you have fast customers / ones who consign goods? 
There seem to / how shall I tell? = YES 

(9) Idva� li s nas? 
Ama molja ti se 

(are you) coming with us?  

oh please = NO 

As can be seen from the last examples, one of the most frequent means of answering in 
the positive or negative is by simply repeating one fragment of the question or part of the 
opposite speaker's ascertaining reply, while inverting the word order of the utterance. This 
is also a form of hesitation, which is of gaining time for an answer, though it may also be a 
personal feature of the opposite speaker, for instance: 

Cz. 

(10) jedete na Rab�tejn / jo? 
jedu na Rab�tejn / no / dneska (M. 1983, 141) 

going to Rabstein /aren't you? 
we're off to Rabstein I yes / today 

(11) a měli s sebou ly�e? 
měli ly�e (M. 1983, 136) 

now, did they have skis with them? 
skis they did have 

Pol. 



(12) i co i co z  tą narzeczoną 
a tą narzeczoną wyszła za mąż za innego (Tl, 209) 

now what what and how with that fiancée? 

 oh that fiancée, she married another man 

 (13) Czy tu sie odbywały może targi? 
no targi prosze pania u nas przed wojną. Tl, 347) 

wasn't there probably a fair here? 
oh, a fair to be sure was here before the war 

(14) to otwierają o jedenastej? 
No o jedenastej otwierają  (Tl, 186) 

so they open at eleven? 
yes, it's at eleven that they open 

One gets the impression that colloquialisms in future will face the task of studying precisely 
that, namely the relationship between personal characteristics and its manifestations in daily 
discourse: indeed there are people who readily repeat the exchanges of their opposite 
partners, though other people like to complement them (for them this means that they 
grasp the meaning and the dialogue keeps to the context of correct understanding); other 
people seem to abhor repetition, so in a similar situation they either use synonyms, or 
complete the thought of the opposite speaker, others again do not like to continue someone 
else's reasoning, so they explain they had something else in mind, etc. 

Signals of the negative questions/answers. When an introductory exchange contains a 
question in the negative, then the answer very seldom consists of a simple YES or NO. 
More often, they usually get included in broader speech formations, such as the Bulgarian: 
ama ne, ma ne, e ne - but no, no no, oh no; the: Czech no ale, rozumi�, tak tedy, to ani ne; 
the Polish: no nie, skąd, ale nie. 

Bulg. 

(15) da ne si �ila goblen? 
tuka e goblena i stjach da go 

you haven't been weaving a Gobelin tapestry, have you? 
the Gobelin's here and I was about to = NO 

(16) e ne e li mnogo rano za ljatoto? 
e taka de 

but isn't it too early for the summer? 

 that's what I say =YES 

Pol. 



(17)    nie dawali? 
ele skąd (T1, 140) 

were they not forthcoming? 

 why should they? = NO 

 (18) to nie u nas nie? 
to nie tak jak u nas co u nas tarn (Tl, 281) 

that's not like our place, is it?  

not like back there at home = NO 

Cz. 

(19) vy  ste tarn přece taky byl / nebo nebyl? 
nojo byl (M. 1992, 27) 

you were there / weren't you / or you weren't? 
well I was in fact = YES 

(20) tak�e vubec ho venku nevidíte? 
no vidime dy� meje auto třeba (M. 1983, 129) 

so you don't see him outside 
well, we see him washing his car = YES 

Final signals. The end of the exchange is most often marked, though not necessarily with 
specialized means. Here again one can observe certain regularities: thus at the desired end of 
the exchange the phrases used are of more general character, which very often modifies the 
content of the last element of the utterance, or places an accent on it: Bulgarian: naistina, 
spored mene, znači, kakto kazvat, obiknoveno, vsă�tnost - indeed, as I see it, it means, as 
they say, ordinarily, actually; Czech: ne, �ejo, �e, �e ne, vid�, rozumí� - isn't it, no, you see, 
you understand; Polish: tak, no, prawda, voidzisz, rozumiesz, wiesz - yes, really, you see, 
you understand. 

5.   Conclusion remarks 
Speech automatism, presented here mainly within the framework of the question-answer 
dialogic complex (cf. Lakova 1978), manifests itself in a different manner intralinguistically, 
which stands apart from the literary grammatical parameters, and this difference boils down 
mainly to the different frequency of utilized possibilities. The questions proper, however, 
are structured in a similar manner in the spoken version of the various languages, 
predominantly with the help of intonation, although the literary linguistic possibilities for 
asking questions offer a broader choice of difference. Thus when studying the dialogue in 
various languages one establishes typological parallels both in the addressing of a question, 
and in the structuring and predictability of the answers to yes-no questions as well. 
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